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Executive summary 
 
The Assessment Regulations apply to all taught undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate 
programmes that lead to an award of City, University of London.  The appendices to the 
Assessment Regulations, including the Programme Regulations, form an integral part of the 
Regulations.   

Part 1 - Programme Regulations 2020/21 
Part 1 of this paper details the Programme Regulation proposals considered and 
endorsed by Educational Quality Committee (EQC) in May and June 2020, and 
recommended to Senate by Academic Governance Committee (AGC) in June 2020 (with 
the exception of 3 Programme Regulations which the Committee will receive for 
consideration ahead of Senate as indicated in the paper). 

 
Part 2 - Senate Assessment Regulations 2020/21 

In October 2019, EQC commissioned a Board of Studies and Students’ Union 
consultation.  The consultation paper outlined the rationale for a proposed revision to 
the Assessment Regulations, Section 4.7 Failure of a Module, which focussed on 
supporting the implementation of the Education and Student Strategy. 
 
The proposals were refined following the consultation and endorsed by EQC in May 
2020. AGC reviewed the proposals and recommended them to Senate in June 2020, 
subject to minor amendment to wordings for clarification. 
 
The SU has welcomed the proposals which have been designed to support student 
progression and attainment, and recommend them for approval noting that these should 
be applied alongside enhancement of appropriate learning, teaching and support 
provisions. 

 

Action(s) required 
from the 
Committee: 

 
1. Approve the proposed Programme Regulations detailed in Part 1 

of this paper 
 

2. Approve proposed updates to the Senate Regulations detailed in 
Part 2 of this paper 
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Part 1 - Senate Programme Regulations 

The table below outlines which committees/groups have already seen the report and the resulting 
outcome/action from discussions. 
 

Committee date Committee title Outcome/action Action 
date 

Paper 
version 
number 

May and June 
2020 

EQC Endorsed the proposals for AGC/Senate 
approval 

  

10 June 2020 AGC Recommended Proposals 1&2 to Senate   
June 2020 AGC By Circulation - Proposals 3 and 4 have been 

sent for consideration and recommendation 
to Senate 

  

 

Part 2 - Proposed update to Senate Assessment Regulations 

The table below outlines which committees have already seen the report and the resulting 
outcome/action from that committee’s discussions. 

Committee 
date 

Committee 
title Outcome/action Paper 

version 
20/12/2018 ADE Forum To model outcomes and develop rationale 1 
21/03/2019 ADE Forum Approved presenting paper to Education Quality Committee 2 
11/04/2019 EQC Range of proposals considered in preparation for Board of 

Studies consultation 
3 

31/10/2019 EQC Endorsed proposal for consultation with Boards of Studies and 
the Students Union, with minor amendment to the paper 

4 

November/ 
December 
2019 

Boards of 
Studies and 
SU 

Considered the proposal and consultation questions - 
responses and summary are provided in the January EQC 
paper  
Proposals for Assessment Regulation 4.7 - Failure of a Module 

4 

30/01/20 EQC Discussed the consultation outcomes and referred the paper to 
ADE Forum for further consideration and to make 
recommendations to EQC 

5 

24/02/20  ADE Forum Debated the proposals and agreed on recommendations to be 
made to EQC 

5 

21/03/20 ECQ For comment ahead of May EQC meeting 6 
28/05/20 EQC Endorsed subject to minor amendment to wordings for 

clarification 
6 

10/06/20 AGC Recommended to Senate subject to minor amendment to 
wordings for clarification 

6 
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Assessment Regulation 19 and Programme Regulations – proposed updates for 2020/21  
 
The Assessment Regulations apply to all taught undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate 
programmes that lead to an award of City, University of London.  The appendices to the Assessment 
Regulations, including the Programme Regulations, form an integral part of the Regulations.   
 
In specific cases (normally where study leads to the qualifications of a Professional, Statutory and 
Regulatory Body) variations to the Assessment Regulations for individual Modules or Programmes 
might apply.  These requirements must be approved by Senate (or its appointed nominee) as a 
Programme Regulation for the relevant Programme(s).  Programme Regulations take precedence 
over specific sections of the Assessment Regulations. 
 
This paper details the following proposals: 

 
Part 1 - Proposed updates to Senate Programme Regulations ....................................................... 4 
 
1. Programme Regulation - Cass Specialist Masters Programme and MSc Global Finance ............. 4 
2. Programme Regulation - MSc Clinical Optometry .......................................................................... 5 
3. Programme Regulation - Apprenticeship Programmes .................................................................. 6 
4. Programme Regulation - Microplacements .................................................................................... 7 
5. Covid Mitigation - Progression for Professional Doctorate in Counselling Psychology (DPsych) .. 8 
 
 
Part 2 - Proposed update to Senate Assessment Regulations ........................................................ 9 
 

       AGC recommendation on Proposal 1: Compensation .............................................................. 10 
           AGC recommendation on Proposal 2: Repeat Year ................................................................. 11 
           Proposed next steps .................................................................................................................. 11 

       Appendix 1: Rationale for proposed Revision of Assessment Regulation ................................ 13  
       Appendix 2: proposed Revised Regulation: Compensation of credits ...................................... 14 
       Appendix 3: Proposed Revised Regulation: uncapped repeat year after academic failure ...... 15 

 
Senate is asked to approve the proposals in this paper and note that  

i. minor amendments will be made to the Regulations to reflect updated terminology and to 
include the Programme Regulations already approved for 2020/21 
 

ii. if approved by Senate, the Failure of a Module regulatory proposals made by EQC at the May 
meeting and recommended to Senate by AGC in June will be incorporated into the 
Regulations for 2020/21 
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Part 1 - Senate Programme Regulations 

1. Programme Regulation - Cass Specialist Masters Programme and MSc 
Global Finance 

This proposal has been approved by the Cass Board of Studies (February 2020) and was 
endorsed by EQC (May 2020).  In June 2020, AGC recommended the proposal to Senate for 
approval. 
 
Senate is asked to approve the Programme Regulations.   
 
An exception is sought with respect to regulations governing compensation for the Cass Specialist 
Masters Programme, and separately for the MSc in Global Finance.   
 
Cass Business School has provided a rationale as follows. 
 
Rationale 
 

a) Global Finance (PG Cert, PG Dip, MSc) 
 
Global Finance is an online programme and all modules are delivered consecutively over a two-year 
period (this may be shorter for the PG Cert and PG Dip). 
 
All modules are taught modules and all but the two introductory modules are compensatable. This 
means that students will not know if they are eligible for compensation until the very end of their 
course (under current regulations).   
 
Students are required to re-sit modules as they go through the course.  However, they therefore risk 
achieving a lower grade for a re-sit which could leave them continuing through more than a year of 
their degree with no hope of an MSc as the final award.   
 
For this reason, the School proposes to amend the regulation with the following: 
 
If, having taken a resit, the student achieves a lower mark than achieved at 1st attempt, the 
Assessment Board may revert to the mark taken at 1st attempt when considering 
compensation 
 
The following criteria must be met: 
• The module is compensatable 
• It can be demonstrated that the Learning Outcomes of Programme are met 
• A minimum overall mark of no more than 10% below the module pass mark has been 

achieved in the module to be compensated, and 
• An aggregate mark of 50% has been achieved overall. 
 

b) Specialist Masters Programme (General) 
 
The structure of the Specialist Masters Programme (with teaching in term three) means that students 
do not have a full set of results for their taught modules at the point when they are asked to re-sit any 
failed assessments.  The Assessment Board is not, therefore, in possession of the full set of results 
required in order to award compensation at first attempt. 
 
All students are then required to take all re-sit assessments although some may end up, following 
completion of term three teaching, with only one module to re-sit.  
 
The School notes that this results in significant confusion and disquiet among students where the 
University regulations suggest that they do not need to re-sit, in direct conflict with the programme 
structure.  Occasionally it also means that where this module is eligible for compensation at first 
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attempt students are forced to take an unnecessary re-sit and risk achieving a lower grade and failing 
their degree altogether.    
 
For this reason, the following exceptions to the compensation regulations are proposed: 
 
To note that re-sits are required before compensation, except in the following instance. 
 
If, at the point the student has results for all their taught modules,  

 
• They have no more than 20 credits outstanding (15 for a PG Certificate), and 
• The grade for the module(s) is 40% or above, and 
• Their overall degree average is at least 50%, and 
• If the module is eligible for compensation. 

The student would not be required to undertake the resit for that module as this will be eligible 
for compensation. 
 
If the student fails more than 20 credits (excluding project modules), they must retake all 
outstanding assessments with no exceptions. 
 

2. Programme Regulation - MSc Clinical Optometry 

This proposal was approved by the SHS Board of Studies (March 2020) and endorsed by EQC 
for recommendation to AGC and Senate.  AGC recommended the Programme Regulations to 
Senate for approval in June 2020. 
 
Senate is asked to approve the Programme Regulation. 
 
Proposal 
 
The School of Health Sciences proposes to increase the volume of credit permitted for Recognition of 
Prior Learning from 45 to 60 credits for the MSc Clinical Optometry where students have passed the 
relevant modules at City. 
 
Rationale 
 
The MSc Clinical Optometry currently has two routes entry routes: 
 

• the traditional route whereby students enrol on the MSc programme and acquire the required 
number of credits 

• through the progression of CPD modules whereby students complete individual modules as 
CPD (usually with funding from employers for certain modules) and can later opt to enrol on 
the MSc in Clinical Optometry. The completed CPD modules allow the student an 
accumulation of PG credits towards the MSc Clinical Optometry.  However, under the current 
rules, students are only able to RPL 45 credits despite the fact that the CPD modules 
completed are identical to the MSc modules.  

 
The CPD route is a very popular options for students as it allows them to undertake modules that are 
relevant to their professional practice, which are usually funded by their employers.  The modules 
taken as part of their CPD are either core or elective under the MSc Clinical Optometry programme.  
 
A number of CPD students opt to transfer to the MSc Clinical Optometry programme to either 
progress to a PG Diploma or MSc. With the accumulation of credits, the School proposes that the 
RPL credit limit is increased to 60 to allow the CPD students to access the MSc Clinical Optometry 
programme. 
 
Feedback on the existing 45 credit RPL rule was raised during the last Periodic Review. It is also a 
rolling item on the APE as it continues to impact students and potentially their decision to enrol on the 
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MSc. The School of Health Sciences would therefore like to increase the level of RPL so that students 
can import 15 more credits of identical City modules into the MSc programme.  This should attract 
more internal students to apply for the MSc programme by broadening their access to the 
programme.  
 
Allowing this increase in permissible credits (to 60) for RPL will: 
 

(i) Allow an increased transition for CPD students to MSc Clinical Optometry 
(ii) Avoid the current confusion for students who assume they are taking MSc modules and will exit with 

an award  
(iii) Improve the student experience   

 
The proposed increase in RPL will only apply to MSc/CPD optometry modules completed at City, 
University of London within the agreed registration timeframe.  Otherwise, normal rules relating to 
RPL will continue to apply for those completing modules outside of City.   Students undertaking CPD 
modules available under the MSc Clinical Optometry programme will be informed of the option to 
transfer to the MSc pathway as they approach the 60-credit limit. Processes will be put in place to 
transfer eligible students to the MSc Clinical Optometry programme. 
 
The proposed increase in RPL will also enable students completing the proposed new PG Cert in 
Clinical Optometry (subject to PARC and UPAC approval, with an aim to launch in 21/22) to progress 
to the MSc programme – students will be required to rescind their PG Certificate and transfer the 
credits into the MSc in Clinical Optometry Programme. 
 
Programme Regulation 
 

MSc Clinical Optometry 

Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)  

The limit to the volume of credit that can be permitted through RPL will be up to one third of 
the total credits for the Programme where the prior learning relates to credit previously 
awarded by City as CPD (level 7 optometry) 

 

3. Programme Regulation - Apprenticeship Programmes 

This proposal was approved by the SHS Board of Studies (March 2020) and endorsed by EQC 
in June 2020 for recommendation to AGC and Senate. The proposal is being sent to AGC for 
consideration in June 2020. 
 
Senate is asked to approve the Programme Regulation (subject to any comments from AGC 
received ahead of the Senate meeting). 
 
Further to recent UPAC approvals relating to City’s new apprenticeship programme:  
 
MSc Data Science 
 
It is proposed that a programme regulation is approved to enable the University to comply with the 
specific requirements of the Institute for Apprenticeships relating to End Point Assessments (EPAs) 
for this and all City apprenticeship programmes. 
 
Rationale 
 
All apprenticeship programmes delivered in England are linked to an Institute for Apprenticeships 
Standard. Each Standard has a defined assessment plan, which sets out the approach to the 
compulsory End Point Assessment, including how it will be assessed. Where End Point Assessment 
is integrated into the degree programme, it must be successfully passed in order for the degree and 
the apprenticeship to be awarded. In all such instances, the assessment plan for the appropriate 
Degree Apprenticeship programme shall take precedence over these Assessment Regulations. 
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Programme Regulation 
 

Apprenticeship Programmes 
 

i. All apprenticeship programmes delivered in England are linked to an Institute for 
Apprenticeships Standard. Each Standard has a defined assessment plan, which sets 
out the approach to the compulsory End Point Assessment, including how it will be 
assessed.  

ii. Apprenticeship Programmes are exempt from City’s Assessment Regulations to 
comply with the End Point Assessment Plans published by the Institute of 
Apprenticeships and Technical Education and part of the Apprenticeship Standards. 
The Assessment Regulations for the relevant programmes are set out in the 
Programme and/or Module Specifications. 

iii. Where End Point Assessment is integrated into the degree programme, it must be 
successfully passed in order for the degree and the apprenticeship to be awarded. In 
such instances, the assessment plan for the appropriate Degree Apprenticeship 
programme will take precedence over these Assessment Regulations. 

 

4. Programme Regulation - Microplacements 

This proposal was approved by the SASS Board of Studies and endorsed by EQC in June 2020 
for recommendation to AGC and Senate.  The proposal is being sent to AGC for consideration 
in June 2020. 
 
Senate is asked to approve the Programme Regulation (subject to any comments from AGC 
received ahead of the Senate meeting). 
 
 
The School of Arts and Socials Sciences PARC has requested a temporary exemption from the 
following Regulation: 
 
4.6 The Award classification for a Certificate, Diploma and Degree is calculated from the marks 
received for Modules:  
 
 The credit value of each Module normally determines their weighting in the aggregation of marks. 
The method used to aggregate marks to calculate a degree classification is set out in the Programme 
Specification. 
 
Rationale 
 
The current Micro-Placement module is an elective run on a non-credit-bearing basis, i.e. a module 
appears on students' transcripts after graduation, but has no bearing on the student’s degree.   From 
2020/21 it will become a level 6 credit bearing module.  SASS has request permission for it to be 
credit bearing, but not contributory to the level 6 mark calculations i.e. that the mark would not 
contribute to the year percentage that leads to the final degree classification.  
 
For the first year of delivery only (students may undertake the micro-placement in 2020/21 and are 
assessed at Programme Stage 2 in 2021/22, the Deputy President and Provost has agreed that the 
first Year 3 Students assessed on this module in 2021-22 will receive credit, but this credit will not 
count towards their degree calculation. Their third year will be calculated based on 105 credits in total. 
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Programme Regulation - School of Arts and Social Sciences 
 

Award and Classification 
 
For Award calculations in 2021/22 only 
 
SA3000 Micro-placement (15 credits) is excluded from the calculation of Year 3 marks. 
 
BSc Economics 
BSc Economics with Accounting 
BSc Financial Economics 
BA English  
BA History 
BSc International Political Economy  
BSc International Politics 
BSc International Politics and Sociology 
BSc Politics 
BSc History and Politics 
BMus Music 
BSc Music, Sound and Technology  
BSc Psychology  
BSc Criminology & Psychology 
BSc Psychology with Child Development 
BSc Psychology with Cognitive & Clinical Neuroscience 
BSc Psychology with Counselling & Health Psychology 
BSc Psychology with Organisational Psychology & Behavioural Economics 
BSc Criminology  
BSc Criminology with Quantitative Methods 
BSc Criminology and Sociology 
BSc Criminology and Sociology with Quantitative Methods 
BSc Media, Communication and Sociology 
BSc Media, Communication and Sociology with Quantitative Methods 
BSc Sociology 
BSc Sociology with Quantitative Methods 
BSc Sociology with Psychology 
BSc Sociology with Psychology and Quantitative Methods 

 

5. Covid Mitigation - Progression for Professional Doctorate in 
Counselling Psychology (DPsych) 

The Professional Doctorate in Counselling Psychology requires 450 hours of clinical practice 
across the three taught years of the programme.  Because of the impact of the Covid-19 
crisis, many students have been left without the opportunity to complete their clinical hours 
within the required timeframe.  Due to these exceptional circumstances, at its meeting in 
May 2020, EQC considered and approved a proposal from the SASS Board of Studies to 
enable students in Year 1 2019/20 and Year 2 20/21 with up to 45 credits outstanding for 
PSM419 and/or PSD500 to progress to the next academic year.  This is a temporary 
revision to the programme to enable this group of students to fulfil the clinical practice hours 
over a longer period and complete their awards; it will not alter the overall programme 
requirements.   
 
This decision was noted by AGC in June 2020, and Senate is asked to note the 
approval of this action. 
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Part 2 - Proposed update to Senate Assessment Regulations 

 
 
Background 
 
In October 2019, Educational Quality Committee (EQC) commissioned a Board of Studies and 
Students’ Union (SU) consultation.  The consultation paper outlined the rationale for proposed revisions 
to the Assessment Regulations, Section 4.7 Failure of a Module.   
 
The revisions were proposed by the School of Arts and Social Sciences and had been informed by 
analysis of current City and sector practice.  The focus is on supporting the implementation of the 
Education and Student Strategy and the student journey and alignment with the sector, as outlined in 
the rationale (Appendix 1). 
 
The consultation paper detailed how the revisions would better support the transitionary and 
developmental nature of Level 4 and progression from Programme Stage 1.  Based on benchmarking 
sector practice, the paper proposed (i) greater flexibility for application of compensation at Programme 
Stage 1 (where PSRB and the ability to meet programme learning outcomes permits) and (ii) the 
opportunity for an uncapped repeat year after academic failure, subject to a student not exceeding the 
maximum period of registration.   
 
Board of Studies/SU Consultation Outcomes 
 
The proposals were refined to incorporate the outcomes of the consultations undertaken in 2019 
and endorsed by EQC in May 2020. Academic Governance Committee reviewed the proposals 
and recommended them to Senate in June 2020, subject to minor amendment to wordings for 
clarification. 
The SU has welcomed the proposals which, have been designed to support student progression and 
attainment, and recommend them for approval noting that they should be applied alongside 
enhancement of appropriate learning, teaching and support provisions. 
EQC noted that whilst a regulatory change is being proposed, this will take place in the context of 
ongoing development of the curriculum and student support mechanisms.  
 
• Revised Section 4.7.1 -  Compensation  
• Revised Section 4.7.3 -  Uncapped repeat year after academic failure 
• New Section 4.7.4 -       Multiple failed assessments after the resit/resubmission 

period  
 (Undergraduate Programmes) 

 
 
Senate is asked to approve the proposals.  If approved, the proposals will be incorporated into the 
Regulations for 2020/21 along with minor updates to terminology and approved programme regulations. 
 
Details are provided in the following pages: 

 

1.    AGC recommendation on Proposal 1: Compensation 10 
2.    AGC recommendation on Proposal 2: Repeat Year              11 
3.    Proposed next steps                                                     11 
Appendix 1: Rationale for proposed Revision of Assessment Regulation 13 
Appendix 2: proposed Revised Regulation: Compensation of credits 14 
Appendix 3: Proposed Revised Regulation: uncapped repeat year after academic failure 15 
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a) AGC recommendation on Proposal 1: Compensation 

 
Following consultation with Boards of Studies, the Students’ Union, ADE Forum and EQC, AGC 
recommends the following revision to the Assessment Regulations.   
 

 
• Current wording: 

‘The maximum amount of compensation that can be applied across one or more 
Modules within a Programme Stage or for the Programme for 
Undergraduate/Graduate/Integrated Masters Programmes is as follows:  
 
15 credits or one sixth of the total credits within a Programme Stage, whichever is 
greater’ 
 
i.e. maximum compensation of 20 credits per Programme Stage (60 credits for the 
programme), based on a 360 credit UG degree or 20 credits per Programme Stage 
(80 credits for the programme) based on a 480 credit integrated masters  

 
• Recommendation 

 
‘The maximum amount of compensation that can be applied across one or more 
Modules within a Programme Stage or for the Programme for 
Undergraduate/Graduate/Integrated Masters Programmes is as follows:  
 
30 credits or one sixth of the total credits within a Programme Stage, whichever is 
greater, subject to the maximum volume of credits that can be compensated in a 
programme 

• 45 credits for an Undergraduate Programme  
• 60 credits for an Integrated Masters programme. 

 
 

 
 
Notes: 
 
Consideration of compensation for a failed Module would require that the overall Learning Outcomes 
of the Programme Stage have been met and would be applied in accordance with any PSRB 
requirements, as at present.  Core modules should not be compensated, but modules which must be 
taken that are not core (compulsory modules) may be compensated.  AGC requested that this is 
clarified within the regulation. 
 
Programmes will continue to have the option to decide which modules are suitable for compensation.  
All programmes have already identified which modules are suitable for compensation through their 
programme specification.  Any changes to status of modules that may be compensated could be 
made through the PARC process.   
 
EQC highlighted the need for monitoring and support for students who have been compensated.  
 
The section of the proposed updated Regulation is detailed in full in Appendix 2.  
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2.    AGC recommendation on Proposal 2: Repeat Year 

Following consultation with Boards of Studies, the Students’ Union and ADE Forum members, EQC 
recommends the following revision to the Assessment Regulations 
 
          Table 2: Repeat year proposals 
 

 
• Current wording: 

‘A full repeat year is only permitted where the student has approved Extenuating 
Circumstances affecting multiple assessments or the student has been suspended in 
accordance with the Fitness to Study Regulation.  Either the student or the Assessment 
Board can propose this approach. Where a student recommends a full repeat year, the 
Assessment Board will use its discretion in deciding whether the request is approved and 
will consider the requirements of any PSRB where applicable. 
 

• Recommendation 
 

‘To allow a student who has achieved more than 60 credits and has a year mark 
greater than 20% to repeat the Programme Stage on a full-time basis for uncapped 
marks’ 

 
 
 
Notes 
 
EQC acknowledged that there would be a cost implication for students selecting this option and 
discussion with eligible students would need to be undertaken to ensure they made an informed 
choice.  The SU position is that students should have the choice whether to continue to study and pay 
the additional fees on this basis. 
 
The section of the proposed updated Regulation is detailed in full in Appendix 3.   
 
Note: this update also includes the SASS proposal to include a new section for consideration: 4.7.4 
Multiple Failed Assessments after the resit/resubmission period (Undergraduate Programmes). 
 

3.    Proposed next steps 

a. Implementation Plan 
 
An implementation plan will be developed by S&AS in liaison with ADES, the SU and other 
stakeholders, and will set out: 

 
• the strategies for communication to students both in advance of any updates to the 

Regulations and to any students becoming eligible under these regulations, to ensure that 
they are made aware of the impact of their decision 

• a requirement that any student being compensated 30 credits in one year must meet with e.g. 
their personal tutor, programme director or student experience officer  

• a requirement for a meeting/discussion to be arranged with eligible students to discuss repeat 
year options, cost to the student and other key considerations.   

• the outcomes of liaison with IT (it is anticipated that IT systems could support the proposed 
changes 

An Equality Impact Assessment will be undertaken. 
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b. Enhancement to learning, teaching, assessment and student support  
 
In 2017/18 the Undergraduate Assessment Review project engaged with programmes in an 
exercise to map their assessments to programme learning outcomes.  Programme teams were 
also asked to review their assessments against their progression rates, and to identify where 
updates to their assessment strategies should be made.   
 
EQC has previously agreed that curriculum design is a crucial consideration. EQC and ADE 
Forum have agreed that institutional agreement to further enhancement of curricula, assessment 
design and the support components of the student journey will be sought as these are key to 
achieving improvements in student success.   
 
In view of the updates to assessment being implemented for 2020/21, a proposal that EQC would 
request existing undergraduate programme assessment maps with 2019/20 APEs has been 
superseded.  Schools are working in liaison with LEaD and Student and Academic Services to 
ensure an appropriate balance of assessment and student support for 2020/21. 
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Appendix 1: Rationale for proposed Revision of Assessment Regulation  

Introduction  
 
This rationale was provided to EQC in 2019.  It notes that the Education and Student Strategy 2016/21, 
a sub-strategy of City’s Vision and Strategy 2026, sets out how City will work towards providing all our 
students with an excellent experience and environment in which to thrive and be successful, both 
personally and professionally.  To this end, priority factors have been set out that will enable City to 
achieve its strategic goal for Education but also achieve its KPIs for student progression, satisfaction, 
and employability, the areas which are most important to our students.  
 
This rationale for amendment to the Assessment Regulations is structured around the Education and 
Student Strategy, with a focus on the student journey and student opportunity. It highlights the 
importance of the developmental and transitional role of year 1, and the need for greater flexibility and 
compensation, as students develop as learners. 
 
Priority Factor 1: Student Journey  
 
A key action for this priority factor is to better understand and support the needs of students as learners 
and individuals. We recognise that the School-University gap is widening and that Level 4 is a key period 
of transition and development in the student journey. The implementation plan will ensure students have 
access to the right support and we must develop our infrastructure to provide this support. However, in 
addition to these activities, City’s Assessment Regulations should support students and recognise how 
they develop as learners, especially in relation to their transitional period during Year 1. In light of this, the 
paper proposes that City allows more credits to be compensated within a level (where permitted) and 
allows students the opportunity (at the student’s discretion) to repeat the year without a cap, rather than 
fail/withdraw.  
 
Strategic Impact 
 
The proposals presented in this paper are in line with existing sector (good) practice and based on the key 
priorities of our Education & Student Strategy, to provide students with an environment to thrive and be 
successful at City. There are strategic and pedagogic reasons why we should review our current 
assessment regulations in relation to module failure/progression.  
 
In relation to our progression KPI and TEF continuation metric, all Schools have negative flags on 
continuation. The University is investing in measures to improve student engagement and to identify 
students who are ‘at risk’ early in the academic year. As part of this vital package of support measures, 
end of year academic failure rates could be reduced by a change in assessment regulation. SASS Head of 
Academic Services, Kieran Brookes, provided the analysis below, illustrating the number of students 
withdrawn from City for failing 15-30 credits in 2016/17 and 2017/18. This illustration indicates of the 
potential impact on student progression that could be achieved by allowing greater compensation at level 4 
(see Table 1). 
 
Table 1: City Student withdrawals from 15-30 credit failure 

  2016/17 2017/18 

School 15 Credits 20 -30 Credits 15 Credits 20-30 Credits 

CASS 10 3 7 12 
SASS 7 0 15 2 
SMCSE 12 15 4 5 
Total 29 18 26 19 

Excludes CLS and SHS as compensation not applicable:  
Rationale provided by Dr Lauren Knott, ADE, School of Arts and Social Sciences (2019) 
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Appendix 2: proposed Revised Regulation: Compensation of credits 

City’s Assessment Regulations already allow compensation. Regarding implementation of this revision, 
all programmes have identified which modules are suitable for compensation through their programme 
specification. Any changes to compensatory modules could be made through the PARC process.   
 
Proposed Revision: 4.7.1 Compensation 
 
Consideration of compensation for a failed Module requires that the overall Learning Outcomes of the 
Programme Stage have been met.  Where compensation arrangements are permitted, these are 
detailed in the Programme Specification and will be applied in accordance with any PSRB requirement. 

 
Compensation can only be awarded by an Assessment Board and must be applied within the following 
limits and conditions:  
 
• The maximum amount of compensation that can be applied across one or more Modules within a 

Programme Stage or for the Programme is as follows: 
 
- Undergraduate/Graduate/Integrated Masters Programmes  
- 15 credits or one sixth of the total credits within a Programme Stage, whichever is greater 

30 credits or one sixth of the total credits within a Programme Stage, whichever is greater 
subject to the maximum volume of credits that can be compensated in a programme 

• 45 credits for an Undergraduate Programme 
• 60 credits for an Integrated Masters programme.’ 

 
- Postgraduate Programmes 

15 credits of the Programme as a whole can be compensated in a Postgraduate Certificate and 
no more than 20 credits may be compensated in a Postgraduate Diploma or Masters degree. 

 
• A mark of no more than 10% below the Module pass mark must have been achieved in the Module 

to be compensated. 
 

• It can be demonstrated that the Learning Outcomes of the Modules in the Programme Stage have 
been satisfied.  Core Modules should not be compensated.  Modules that must be taken by the 
student (compulsory modules) but are not designated as core modules may be compensated 
where this is approved in the programme specification. 
 

• Taking the mark to be compensated into account: 
 
- Undergraduate/Graduate Programmes – an overall aggregate mark of 40% must have been 

achieved for the Programme Stage calculated on the basis of the Module marks weighted 
according to their credit value. 
 

- Integrated Masters Programmes – an overall aggregate for the Programme Stage (40% for 
Stages 1-3, and 50% for Stage 4), must have been achieved calculated on the basis of the 
Module mark weighted according to their credit value. 
 

- Postgraduate Programmes - an overall aggregate mark of at least 50% must have been 
achieved; this is normally calculated excluding the project or dissertation mark.  

 
• Compensation cannot be applied to a Dissertation or equivalent major project. 

 
• A student who receives a compensated pass in a Module will be awarded the credit for the Module. 

The mark used to calculate the Award will be the original Module mark.  The original component 
mark(s) (i.e. those below the pass mark) will be retained in the record of marks.   
 

• A pass/fail module cannot be compensated 
 

• Modules failed due to academic misconduct cannot be compensated 
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Appendix 3: Proposed Revised Regulation: uncapped repeat year after academic 
failure  

Before or after re-sits, unless a student has valid Extenuating Circumstances, they are not currently 
permitted to repeat the year following academic failure and are withdrawn from the programme. Under 
our current regulations, a student who has failed a Programme Stage is not permitted to return to the 
programme but is allowed to enter a different programme (if that programme permits it) at City. 
However, students may be more likely to stay if they are given the opportunity to repeat the year of 
the programme they chose to study.  
 
The proposed revision is designed to give the Assessment Board the option to provide a student with 
full repeat year and also provide options for students after the resit period.  The proposal is to change 
section 4.7.3 and 4.7.4 Multiple Failed Assessments and Full Repeat Year respectively, so that a 
student has greater opportunity to progress. This revision has been adapted from University of Essex 
Undergraduate Rules of Assessment.  
 
The full City Assessment Regulations can be found here. 
 
Proposed Revision 
 
4.7.3 Multiple Failed Assessments 

If a student:  

• has multiple failed assessments at the first attempt and has not met the requirements to 
progress to the next Programme Stage (and has no approved Extenuating Circumstances), or  

• has approved Extenuating Circumstances affecting the second (resit) attempt at their 
assessments  

and has not met the requirements to progress to the next Programme Stage or complete their 
Award, an Assessment Board may, at their discretion and where permitted, offer either option 
(i), (ii), or (iii) below:  

i. Resits at the next opportunity  

The student must resit any failed components (i.e. all those where the pass requirements have not 
been met) at the next opportunity to complete:  

• their second attempt at the failed assessments for the relevant Programme Stage (if the 
student had no Extenuating Circumstances), or  

• an additional resit attempt (if the student has approved Extenuating Circumstances that 
related to a resit attempt).  

The student is not expected to attend City other than to participate in relevant assessments.  

Marks for the resit attempt are capped at 40% (undergraduate) or 50% (postgraduate) and no 
further resit or compensation opportunities will be permitted.  

If a Module is failed, the student will be withdrawn unless they are eligible for compensation 
and the Assessment Board agrees that they have therefore met the requirements for 
progression to the next Programme Stage or an Award.  

If a Module is failed but is eligible for compensation, and if the Assessment Board agrees that 
they have met the requirements for progression, the student can progress to the next 
Programme Stage or an Award.  
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ii. Partial Repeat Year  

Based on the nature and number of assessments that have been failed, the Assessment Board may 
offer the student a partial repeat year (with attendance or without attendance) to complete:  

•  their second attempt at the failed assessments (if the student had no Extenuating 
Circumstances), or  

• an additional resit attempt (if the student has approved Extenuating Circumstances that related to 
a resit attempt).  

If a partial repeat year is undertaken:  

• The student is not permitted to progress to the next Programme Stage of the Programme but 
must repeat the failed Modules and/or assessment components in full during the following 
academic year.  

• The student retains the marks for the Modules and/or components already passed in the previous 
academic year.  

• The student has full access to all facilities during the partial repeat year.  
• The student must resit any failed components where the pass requirements have not been met.  
• Marks for the resit attempt are capped at 40% (undergraduate) or 50% (postgraduate) and no 

further resit or compensation opportunities will be permitted.  
• Normally, the opportunity to repeat a year of study for progression purposes can only be offered 

once in the duration of the registration and will be counted as part of the student’s maximum 
period of registration.  

There is no automatic right to a partial repeat year.  

Repeats may not be used to improve the classification of the Award where a student has passed.  

City must comply with relevant external legal and regulatory requirements; therefore, partial repeat 
years may not be offered to students where legal or other restrictions apply1.  

If a Module is failed during a partial repeat year: 

• if the student will be withdrawn unless they are is eligible for compensation and the 
Assessment Board agrees that they have therefore met the requirements for progression, the 
student may progress to the next Programme Stage or an Award. 
 

• If the student is not eligible for compensation, the Assessment Board may consider the 
options detailed in section 4.7.4 Multiple Failed Assessments after the resit/resubmission 
period (Undergraduate Programmes) 

If the Assessment Board offers a partial repeat year, the student may decline this and decide to 
participate in the resits at the next opportunity.  If a student declines the offer of a partial repeat year, 
and participates in the resits at the next opportunity they will not be offered any further attempts at the 
failed assessments if they fail their resit attempts unless  

• the Assessment Board agrees that the student has met the requirements for a repeat year, 
and 

 
1 Legal or other restrictions include Home Office requirements in relation to Tier 4 students. Schools 
should consult the Visa Compliance Team in advance of the Assessment Board(s) for guidance.  
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• the maximum period of registration will not be exceeded 

then the Assessment Board may consider offering a full repeat year as detailed in section 4.7.3. (iii)  

4.7.4 iii. Full Repeat Year 

A full repeat year is only permitted where the student has approved Extenuating Circumstances (see 
Section 4.8) affecting multiple assessments or the student has been suspended in accordance with 
the Fitness to Study Regulation (see Senate Regulations). Either the student or the Assessment 
Board can propose this approach. Where a student recommends a full repeat year, the Assessment 
Board will use its discretion in deciding whether the request is approved and will consider the 
requirements of any PSRB where applicable.  

A full repeat year may be offered by the Assessment Board or requested by a student where 
• a student has approved Extenuating Circumstances (see Section 4.8) affecting multiple 

assessments, or  
• the student has been suspended in accordance with the Fitness to Study Regulation (see 

Senate Regulations), or 
• a student has achieved more than 60 credits in a Programme Stage, and has a year mark 

greater than 20% 
 
Where a student recommends a full repeat year, the Assessment Board will use its discretion in 
deciding whether the request is approved and will consider the requirements of any PSRB where 
applicable.  

If a full repeat year is undertaken:  

• The student does not progress to the next Programme Stage but repeats all the Modules in 
the current Programme Stage during the following academic year.  

• The student is not able to carry forward any marks or credit from previous attempts at the 
Programme Stage in the previous academic year. Previous marks for the Programme Stage 
are disregarded and all assessment components are repeated including any which the 
student has previously passed.  

• The student attends City and has full access to all facilities during the full repeat year.  

• The marks that can be achieved are not capped, and the student is normally entitled to the 
resit opportunities available. If, however, the repeat year was granted in relation to resit 
assessments, the marks will be capped and no further resit opportunity will be offered.  

• Normally, the opportunity to repeat a year of study for progression purposes can only be 
offered once in the duration of the registration and will be counted as part of the student’s 
maximum period of registration.  

• A full repeat year may not be used to improve the classification of the Award where a student 
has passed.  

 
 

4.7.4    Multiple Failed Assessments after the resit/resubmission period (Undergraduate 
Programmes)2 

When the Assessment Board meets after resits/resubmissions are completed and a student has multiple 
failed assessments: 

i. Where the student has not met the requirements to progress having had three attempts at the 
assessment for the Programme Stage, they would be required to withdraw from the University.  

 
2 This section revised for clarification following EQC in liaison with the ADE SMCSE  
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ii. Where the Programme Stage mark is below 20%, or where a student did not submit coursework or 
was absent from all examinations with no substantiated Extenuating Circumstances, they would be 
required to withdraw from the University.  

Otherwise, the Board may consider and offer one (or if appropriate, more than one) of the following options:  

iii. A repeat of the Programme Stage full-time for uncapped marks, noting the requirements above for 
a full repeat year.   

iv. Where the student has passed at least 60 credits, a partial repeat year with attendance may be 
offered, and outstanding marks will be capped at 40% 

v. To resit the necessary examinations and/or resubmit coursework at the next opportunity, without 
attendance, with marks capped at 40%  

 
The Assessment Board’s decision will take the following into account: 

• the requirements of any PSRB must be considered where applicable. 

• the maximum period of registration should not be exceeded.  

• if the Assessment Board offers more than one option to the student, guidance will be provided to 
the student to explain the implications of each option 

• If a partial repeat year is undertaken:  

• The student is not permitted to progress to the next Programme Stage of the Programme but 
must repeat the failed Modules and/or assessment components in full during the following 
academic year.  

• The student retains the marks for the Modules and/or components already passed in the 
previous academic year.  

• The student has full access to all facilities during the partial repeat year.  
• The student must resit any failed components where the pass requirements have not been 

met.  
• Normally, the opportunity to repeat a year of study for progression purposes can only be 

offered once in the duration of the registration and will be counted as part of the student’s 
maximum period of registration.  

City must comply with relevant external legal and regulatory requirements; therefore, partial repeat 
years may not be offered to students where legal or other restrictions apply3.  

If a Module is failed during a partial repeat year the student will be withdrawn unless they are 
eligible for compensation and the Assessment Board agrees that they have therefore met the 
requirements for progression to the next Programme Stage or an Award. 

 
 
 
 
 

Helen Fitch 
Assistant Registrar (Quality) 

June 2020 
 

 

3 Legal or other restrictions include Home Office requirements in relation to Tier 4 students. Schools should 
consult the Visa Compliance Team in advance of the Assessment Board(s) for guidance.  

 


